Auditorium Exhibit Space Rental

$300 8X10 Booth space (interest forms received before August 1)*

*Early bird discount rate. Otherwise, all others start at: $400 8X10 Booth space

**Booth Extras—if you do not bring your own (BYO), extras are available for a fee:

- Chair $2.50 (each), up to four/participant
- Covered Table - One 8-foot table, with skirting and cloth $40
- Electrical - Standard 110V $40
- Small Waste Basket $5
- Uncovered Table - Bare, 8-foot table (BYO covering) $10

Conference Session Space*

- Conference Session | 2 hours or less - Single space $25*
- Conference Session | More than 4 hours - Single space $75*
- Conference Session | Up to 4 hours - Single space $50*

*Early bird discount rates. Otherwise, add $50/session.

**Conference A/V extras - Estimates

- Sound System with Mixer/Speakers $85.00
- Projector $175.00
- Cordless Mic (Lapel or Handheld) $70.00
- Screen $50.00
- Podium $30.00

Main/Presentation Stage Space

Main Presentation Stage $75*

*Early bird discount for participants who submitted interest forms received by show organizers before August 1.

**Extras requested December 1 and after subject to additional $75.00 upcharge fee.

- Read more about the event participant Terms and Conditions
- Participant refers to those offered a conditional award to rent exhibit booth, and/or conference session time slot(s), and/or main stage presentation.
- Rates include use of online profile tool for participants to enhance their promotions and outreach.